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Media and Protest Movements

Findings
• Solutions journalism was not apparent in mainstream media coverage of socio-economic issues in 

the year prior to the outbreak of protests in Algeria, Chile, France, Lebanon and Iraq. Interviews 
with media practitioners indicated that there is no culture of solutions journalism in any of the 
countries reviewed.  

• Security preparations were found to be inadequate to the risks of reporting from protests. Given 
the high levels of danger in Chile and Iraq, the lack of security preparation and equipment in those 
contexts is particularly alarming. 

• Security risk experts recommend a number of measures that local news outlets can adopt to ensure 
they have greater security awareness and preparation when covering demonstrations. These can 
be found on page 16. 

• Censorship was starkly apparent in Iraq and Algeria, targeting both mainstream media and social 
media (through deliberate internet disruptions), and to a lesser extent in Lebanon.  

• Biased reporting was evident in all five countries. In Chile and France in particular, this impacted 
the credibility of mainstream media and most likely boosted the appeal of digital and social media.

  
• Digital and alternative media have been useful in circumventing censorship (Iraq) and allowing 

new avenues for objective journalism (Lebanon and Chile). 

• Social media was central in mobilising mass movements, circumventing censorship and influencing 
narratives around protest movements. It has facilitated the appearance of citizen journalism 
platforms which have allowed freer expression and played a key role in debunking fake news and 
misinformation in contexts where media face restrictions.

• On the other hand, social media is also responsible for spreading false information, propagating 
echo chambers of information and resulting in greater harassment of journalists. Furthermore, in 
Algeria, Iraq and to a lesser extent Lebanon, there is evidence of fake accounts and bots influencing 
the narrative and carrying out online harassment. This has presented not only a threat to the truth, 
but also added security risks to journalists. 
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Table 1: Summary of findings

Evidence of: Algeria Chile France Iraq Lebanon

Solutions journalism No No No No No

Deliberate 
physical attack 
on journalists by:

Security forces Yes Yes Yes Yes Some

Pro-government 
non-state actors No No No Yes Yes

Protesters No Yes Yes No Yes

Extensive online harassment of 
journalists No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Journalists injured covering protests Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Journalists trained on physical safety No Rare Yes No Rare

A culture of security preparedness No No No No No

Widespread use of safety equipment Rare Some No No Rare

Government censorship of news Yes No No Yes Some

Biased media Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Internet shut downs Yes No No Yes No

Online disinformation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Findings
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Introduction
The mobilisation of millions of people across the globe demanding economic, political and climate re-
form was one of the defining stories of 2019. For journalists, it was also one of the most challenging. 
Covering large, fluid and often leaderless mass movements over prolonged periods of time can be 
problematic, particularly when they occur in highly repressive regimes where journalists are often direct 
targets of a security apparatus that wants to quash dissenting voices. The proliferation of social media 
has compounded these challenges, with misinformation and fake news gaining rapid traction, online 
abuse becoming widespread, and congestion in an already competitive information space. 

The aim of this research is to unpack and examine the state of local media coverage of protest movements 
across five locations: Algeria, Chile, France, Lebanon and Iraq. The research paper will be divided into 
four parts: Section 1 determines the extent of ‘Solution journalism’ in local media, particularly regarding 
coverage of socio-economic issues prior to demonstrations breaking out. Section 2 examines the extent 
of media preparation ahead of planned demonstrations, from logistical, security and communications 
perspectives. It concludes with a set of guidelines for local news outlets covering demonstrations. 
Section 3 briefly examines media censorship and bias. The final component, Section 4, looks at the role 
played by non-traditional outlets in shaping the narrative around protest movements, particularly digital 
and social media, and analyses the role of social media in spreading information and disinformation.

Methodology

Research was conducted between 10 November and 16 December 2019. To ensure triangulation, 30 
interviews were carried out comprising of at least five individuals with knowledge of the media sector in 
each country. This figure includes journalists from over two dozen news outlets, as well as press freedom 
professionals, activists and two individuals who provide security for major news organisations. Secondary 
research was carried out in Arabic, English, French and Spanish. 

Research for Section 1 required establishing clear research parameters, as an in-depth qualitative and quan-
titative analysis of articles by mainstream media outlets across five countries was beyond the scope of this 
project. Given time and human resource constraints, it was determined that the most effective methodolo-
gy to assess cross-contextual media coverage of socio-economic issues comprised of the following process:

1. In each of the five countries, the issue the author deemed to be the most significant cause of the 
demonstrations based on secondary research was identified. Two to three major traditional news 
outlets were selected per country (see Table 2 below). 

2. Words that could skew research results were identified (e.g. ‘gender’ in cases where ‘inequality’ was 
determined to be the root cause).
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3. Searches were carried out using the following Google search formula: [site:{Full website name}] + 
[‘root cause’] + [‘-term that might skew result’] + [country] with a date range of one year ending the 
day prior to the outbreak of protests and in the main language of the news outlet. For example:

‘site: www.elmercurio.com.cl’ ‘desigualdad’  ‘-genero’  ‘Chile’

[Date Range: 14 October 2018 to 13 October 2019], language: Spanish.

4. Finally, each article from the first few pages of Google Results was read and qualitatively assessed 
against the definition of ‘solutions journalism’ (see page 9). Articles that were particularly in-depth 
and included original research were noted. 

Table 2: Newspapers researched for Section 1

Prominent newspapers researched for the 
section Root cause Filter word

Algeria El-Khabar, El Watan, Echorouk al-Youmi 
(echoroukonline)

فساد  
(corruption)

Chile El Mercurio, La Tercera Desigualdad
(inequality)

Genero 
(gender)

France Libération, Le Figaro, Le Monde Inégalités 
(inequality)

Genre 
(gender)

Iraq Al-Mada, Al-Zaman   فساد
(corruption)

Lebanon An-Nahar, Al-Akhbar فساد  
(corruption)

Context

Table 3 below provides a snapshot of the demonstrations in each context, including insight into the 
causes, duration, scale and levels of violence in each context, as well as their comparative levels of 
press freedom. The table is ordered chronologically, from earliest to most recent outbreak of protests. 
Casualty and injury rates are significantly higher in Algeria, Chile and Iraq than in France and Lebanon. 
Table 4, on page 11, lists casualty rates and specific security issues facing journalists reporting on 
demonstrations in the same five countries. 
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Table 3: Overview of the demonstrations1 234

Country
(population 
in millions)

Start date Causes Largest 
demonstration2

Levels of 
violence3

Freedom 
House 
ranking4

France
(67)

October-
November 
2018

Rising fuel prices 
Cost of living 
Inequality

300,000 
(17 November 
2018)

860 injuries
2 deaths  Free

Algeria
(41)

16 February 
2019

Abdelaziz 
Bouteflika seeking 
a fifth term as 
president.
Corruption

Hundreds of 
thousands to a 
million
(29 March 2019)

4 deaths
(3 heart attacks)
>180 injuries 
(>110 police)

Not free

Iraq
(38)

1 October 
2019

Unemployment
Inequality
Cost of living

Tens to hundreds 
of thousands
(1 November 
2019)

>500 deaths
>19,000 injured Not free

Chile
(18)

14 October 
2019

Metro fare price 
hike
Inequality
Cost of living

>1 million 
(25 October 
2019)

>23 deaths 
>2,300 injuries
(>285 eye 
injuries)

Free

Lebanon
(6)

17 October 
2019

WhatsApp Tax 
Corruption
Cost of Living

Hundreds of 
thousands to 1 
million 
(20 October 
2019)

1 killed
Dozens-low 
hundreds injured

Partly free 

1 Data is accurate up to 16 December 2019.
2 References for data in Largest demonstration column are as follows: France: ‘France’s Yellow Vests Mark Six Months of Protests with Numbers 
Dwindling’, Agence France Press (19 May 2019). Available at: https://www.thelocal.fr/20190519/frances-yellow-vests-mark-six-months-of-pro-
tests-with-numbers-dwindling; Algeria: Hundreds of Thousands Demonstrate Against Algeria’s Bouteflika, Reuters (29 March 2019). Available 
at: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-protests/million-protest-against-algerias-bouteflika-idUSKCN1RA0VV; Iraq: Anti-government 
Protesters Hold Largest Rally Since Demonstrations Began, Deutsche Welle (1 November 2019). Available at: https://www.dw.com/en/iraq-an-
ti-government-protesters-hold-largest-rally-since-demonstrations-began/a-51087850; Chile: Chile Protests: One-Million Join Peaceful March 
for Reform, BBC (26 October 2019). Available at: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-50191746; Lebanon: Lemon, J. ‘Mass Protests 
Persist in Lebanon, As Local Media Reports Well Over 1 Million in the Streets’, Newsweek (20 October 2019). Available at: https://www.newsweek.
com/mass-protests-lebanon-over-1-million-1466544.
3 References for data in Levels of violence column are as follows: France: Dufresne, D. ‘Allô Place Beauvau, c’est pour un bilan’, Mediapart 
(10 September 2019). Available at: https://www.mediapart.fr/studio/panoramique/allo-place-beauvau-cest-pour-un-bilan; Algeria: Death 
Toll: Ait Sellamet, T.  ‘Décédé vendredi à Alger : Mustapha Guenatri, 4e martyr du hirak’, El Watan (7 July 2019). Available at: https://www.
elwatan.com/edition/actualite/decede-vendredi-a-alger-mustapha-guenatri-4e-martyr-du-hirak-07-07-2019. Injuries: 183 Injured in Algeria 
Protests, Reuters (2 March 2019). Available at: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-algeria-protests/183-injured-in-algeria-protests-state-news-
agency-idUSKCN1QJ0ES; Iraq: Rubin, A. ‘Iraq in Worst Political Crisis in Years as Death Toll Mounts from Protests’, New York Times (21 
December 2019). Available at: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/21/world/middleeast/Iraq-protests-Iran.html; Chile: Bartlett, J. and Miller, L. 
‘Chile Security Protesters’ Crackdown Leaves Toll of Death and Broken Bodies’, The Guardian (25 November 2019). Available at: https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/25/chile-protester-killed-mother-army-police-romario-veloz and McDonald, B. ‘A Bullet to the Eye is the Price 
of Protesting in Chile’, New York Times (19 November 2019). Availabe at: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/19/world/americas/chile-protests-
eye-injuries.html; Lebanon: Ellen, F. and Kanaan, A. ‘Protests sweep Lebanon as fury at ruling elite grows over economic corruption’, Reuters (18 
October 2019). Available at: https://ru.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUKKBN1WX0T6 and ‘Lebanon: Investigate alarming use of force on 
largely peaceful protests’, Amnesty International (19 December 2019). Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/12/lebanon-
investigate-alarming-use-of-force-on-largely-peaceful-protests/.
4 Freedom House, Freedom of the Press 2017 (Report). Available at: https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/FOTP_2017_booklet_FI-
NAL_April28.pdf pp. 24, 26-27.
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Solutions Journalism and 
Coverage of Socio-economic Issues
Solutions journalism is “a way of approaching reporting that emphasizes solutions to problems, rather 
than the problems themselves, upping an article’s relevance, clarifying its purpose and uplifting its readers. 
It comes from reporters approaching a story with the intention of looking at what’s being done to address 
it, and using that as the story’s axis.”5 

The concept dates to the late 1990s and is aimed at increasing the quality of journalism; however, carrying 
out solutions journalism effectively is harder than it sounds. The Solutions Journalism Network (SJN), a 
non-profit that works to make solutions journalism a mainstay in news reporting, suggests strict criteria 
for the term, including:

1. Focusing in-depth on a response to a problem and how the response works in meaningful detail;

2. Focusing on effectiveness, not good intentions, and presenting available evidence of results;

3. Discussing the limitations of the approach; and

4. Seeking to provide insight that others can use.6 

The majority of interviewees did not provide examples of solutions journalism that conforms to the 
SJN’s definition. Interviewees were not widely familiar with the concept. Those who claimed there was 
solutions journalism in their media space did not provide examples fitting the above definition. Rather, 
they pointed to examples of analytical articles and TV debates, where multiple viewpoints were shared. 
Secondary research, which looked at two to three leading newspapers in each context, found no clear 
examples of solutions journalism in media coverage of socio-economic issues in the year prior to the 
outbreak of protests in each context.

The research did however reveal that mainstream outlets in the five countries covered social issues, al-
though the quality of reporting differed significantly. For instance, in Algeria, Chile and Iraq, media outlets 
– including some regarded as arms of the political establishment – reported on the findings of third par-
ties but carried out little to no analysis. In France and Lebanon, on the other hand, mainstream papers in-
cluded examples of in-depth articles that examined social issues and sometimes recommended solutions. 

5 Solutions journalism: What you need to know to get started, International Journalists’ Network (3 October 2016). Available at: https://ijnet.org/
en/story/solutions-journalism-what-you-need-know-get-started. 
6 Homepage, Solutions Journalism, https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/. 
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France, where the media landscape is the freest of the five countries, seemingly provided the most in-
depth research on socio-economic issues in the year prior to the uprising. Several articles stood out in 
particular: an assessment of how much money a typical household has after paying its bills, an examina-
tion of how President Emmanuel Macron’s tax adjustments will benefit the ultra-rich at the expense of 
the poor, and research into high suicide rates among farmers.7

In Lebanon, An-Nahar and Al-Akhbar newspapers produced numerous detailed reports and op-eds in 
the year prior to the protests examining the country’s worrying fiscal situation. One particularly insightful 
piece drew comparisons between the current situation and 1992 when the country faced total collapse 
of the currency.8 And on 30 September 2019, two weeks before the outbreak of protests, An-Nahar 
published an op-ed lambasting the government’s mismanagement and calling on people to revolt.9 

Chilean media covered socio-economic issues more tangentially. With few exceptions, mainstream 
Chilean newspapers reported findings from surveys and studies by third parties, without going into deep 
analysis of the topic itself. One exception to this was an article in La Tercera that came closest to solutions 
journalism. It compared socio-economic differences among the 36 country members of the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), revealing that while Chile and Finland performed 
similarly in terms of their brute Gini coefficient,10 Fins were far better off than their Chilean counterparts 
due to their government’s policies. The implication of the piece was that policy adjustments could ensure 
Chile is more economically equitable. 

7 Respectively: Durand, A. ‘Que reste-t-il après avoir payé les factures? Les dépenses contraintes minent le pouvoir d’achat’, Le Monde (14 
November 2018). Available at: https://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/article/2018/11/14/que-reste-t-il-apres-avoir-paye-les-factures-le-pou-
voir-d-achat-mine-par-les-depenses-contraintes_5383539_4355770.html; Tonnelier, A. ‘Les ultrariches, grands gagnants de la fiscalité Macron’, 
Le Monde (12 October 2018). Available at: https://www.lemonde.fr/politique/article/2018/10/12/les-ultrariches-grands-gagnants-de-la-fiscalite-
macron_5368373_823448.html; and Champion, E. ‘Pourquoi un agriculteur se suicide tous les deux jours en France?’, Le Figaro (8 August 2018). 
Available at: https://www.lefigaro.fr/vox/societe/2018/08/17/31003-20180817ARTFIG00252-pourquoi-un-agriculteur-se-suicide-t-il-tous-les-
deux-jours-en-france.php.
8                          , Al-Akhbar (29 September 2019). Available at: 
https://al-akhbar.com/Politics/276948/%D8%B4%D8%A8%D8%AD-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%80-199. (NB: the translation of the article’s title is 
‘The Ghost of 1992’).
9 Sabah, M. ‘!شــعبي يــا  -An-Nahar (30 September 2019). Available at: https://www.annahar.com/article/1039269 ,’انتفــض 
%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AA%D9%81%D8%B6-%D9%8A%D8%A7-%D8%B4%D8%B9%D8%A8%D9%8A (NB: the translation of the article’s 
title is ‘Revolt! My People’).
10 A measure of socio-economic inequality on a 0 to 100 scale, where 0 represents complete equality. 

»شبح ال 1992«
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Security Incidents Affecting Journalists
Table 4: Incidents affecting journalists since the start of demonstrations11

Major incidents11
Weapons 
commonly used in 
demonstrationsJournalists killed/

murdered Other Main culprit

Algeria 0
Arrests
Harassment
Injuries

Security 
Forces

Rubber bullets, 
teargas and water 
cannons

Chile 1 

Offices attacked
Harassment
Intimidation
Injuries

Security 
Forces and 
protesters

Live rounds, rubber 
bullets, teargas, 
bottles, rocks and 
other projectiles 

France 0
Harassment
Injuries 

Protesters 
and Security 
Forces

Rubber bullets, 
teargas and water 
cannons

Iraq 3

Outlets shut/
suspended
Harassment
Intimidation
Abduction
Injuries

Security 
Forces and 
protesters

Live rounds, rubber 
bullets, teargas, 
Molotov cocktails, 
rocks and other 
projectiles

Lebanon 0
Harassment
Intimidation
Injuries

Protesters, 
partisan 
groups and 
Security 
Forces 

Teargas, water 
cannons and 
truncheons 

11 Sources: Iraq: ‘Another Iraqi journalist killed, third since start of protests’, Reporters Sans Frontières (RSF) (10 December 2019). Available 
at: https://rsf.org/en/news/iraq-another-iraqi-journalist-killed-third-start-protests; Chile: ‘RSF calls for exemplary investigation into Chilean 
photographer’s murder’, RSF (26 November 2019). Available at: https://rsf.org/en/news/chile-rsf-calls-exemplary-investigation-chilean-
photographers-murder; Lebanon: Country Overview: Lebanon, RSF https://rsf.org/en/lebanon; Algeria: Country Overview: Algeria, RSF 
https://rsf.org/en/algeria; France: Country Overview: France, RSF https://rsf.org/en/france.
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The size and scale of demonstrations in the five countries took all pundits by surprise, including those 
interviewed for the purpose of this study. In most cases, demonstrations quickly turned violent – with 
security threats targeting journalists emanating both from security forces and protesters. 

ALGERIA

Authorities in Algeria arrested at least five journalists since the outbreak of demonstrations in February 
2019, including the editor of the opposition daily Le Provincial. Reporters Without Borders (RSF), a 
press freedom organisation, accused authorities of “constantly harass[ing] journalists and media out-
lets,”12 since protests erupted. Several reporters were apprehended and injured by the police.13

CHILE 

Security forces have fired rubber bullets, live rounds, anti-riot shotguns and teargas grenades at journalists, 
and arrested at least two reporters.14 Meanwhile, protesters set fire to the offices of El Mercurio, one of 
the country’s main broadsheets, and attacked four other media crews. Protest sympathisers using social 
media encouraged such violence against the media and launched online intimidation campaigns.15 The 
body of Albertina Martina Burgos, a freelance photographer and media worker, was found with stab 
wounds on 21 November 2019; it remains unclear whether her death is connected to her coverage of 
demonstrations.16

IRAQ

The crackdown on the media has been systematic and violent. To date, three journalists have been 
murdered since demonstrations began in October: Photographer Ahmad Muhanna was shot in the back 
by an unknown gunman while covering protests in Baghdad on 6 December;  photographer Hisham 
Fares Al-Aadhami was fatally  shot in the chest  by a militia member on 4 October; and  Amjad Al-
Dahamat, a writer and citizen journalist, was reportedly shot by unidentified gunmen near his home on 
7 November.17 Journalists from over a dozen outlets have faced harassment and at least two have been 
injured. Unidentified individuals fired rocket propelled grenades at the Baghdad office of Al-Araby TV. 
Several journalists who covered the protests were beaten by security forces, and at least one suffered a 
serious head injury.18

12 Algiers Journalist Arrested, TV Channel Told to Stop Working, RSF (26 September 2019). Available at https://rsf.org/en/news/algiers-jour-
nalist-arrested-tv-channel-told-stop-working. 
13 Goumrassa, B. ‘Wave of Arrests Against University Students in Algeria’, Al-Sharq Al-Awsat (9 October 2019). Available at: https://aawsat.
com/english/home/article/1937801/wave-arrests-against-university-students-algeria.
14 RSF alarmed by escalating violence against reporters in Chile, RSF (24 October 2019). Available at: https://rsf.org/en/news/rsf-alarmed-es-
calating-violence-against-reporters-chile. 
15 Idem.  
16 ‘Matan a la periodista chilena Albertina Martínez Burgos en Santiago’, Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) (26 November 2019). Available 
at: https://cpj.org/es/2019/11/matan-a-la-periodista-chilena-albertina-martinez-b.php.
17 Iraq: Another Iraqi journalist killed, third since start of protests, RSF (10 December 2019). Available at: https://rsf.org/en/news/iraq-another-
iraqi-journalist-killed-third-start-protests.
18 Iraqi authorities clamp down on TV channels covering protest, RSF (29 November 2019). Available at: https://rsf.org/en/news/iraqi-authori-
ties-clamp-down-tv-channels-covering-protests.
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FRANCE

Journalists faced direct threats from protesters and security services,19 as well as indirect threats due to 
clashes between protesters and security forces. 54 journalists were injured and 120 incidents between 
journalists and police were reported in the first year of the protests, according to Reporters Without 
Borders.20

LEBANON

Journalists have been deliberately targeted by security forces, supporters of Lebanese parties and 
demonstrators. Violations against journalists have included: physical assault, prevention from filming, 
harassment, threats, and destruction of equipment.21  Supporters of Hezbollah and Amal, two of the political 
parties that comprise the government, beat protesters and several journalists with sticks and large rocks.22 
One journalist was injured during a particularly heavy crackdown by security forces on 15 December.23 

Box 1:
Online Harassment Linked to Gender

During the course of the research, it became increasingly clear that women journalists in Lebanon 
have faced disproportionate harassment based on their gender, including sexually aggressive 
threats. According to Social Media Exchange (SMEX), a Lebanese organisation that works on 
issues of intersection between digital platforms and human rights, 70 percent of incidents of 
harassment and doxing (the practice of putting someone’s private information online) they are 
aware of in Lebanon targeted women.5 

Without reliable comparable data, it is impossible to say whether this is higher or lower than other 
countries in the study – or indeed other countries around the world. Certainly, online harassment 
of women journalists is pervasive and a global issue. According to some estimates, “1 in 2 female 
journalists around the world suffers or has suffered sexual harassment, psychological abuse, online 
trolling or other forms of human rights abuse.”6 

19 Violences policières : des syndicats de journalistes demandent à être reçus par l’exécutif, L’Express/AFP (2 May 2019). Available at: https://
www.lexpress.fr/actualite/medias/violences-policieres-des-syndicats-de-journalistes-demandent-a-etre-recus-par-l-executif_2076002.html.
20 Yellow Vests: one year on, RSF proposals for ensuring journalists’ safety at protests in France, RSF (15 November 2019). Available at: https://
rsf.org/en/news/yellow-vests-one-year-rsf-proposals-ensuring-journalists-safety-protests-france.
21 SKeyes Monitors Violations against Journalists and Photographers during First Week of Protests, SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural 
Freedom (25 October 2019). Available at: https://www.skeyesmedia.org/en/News/Lebanon/SKeyes-Monitors-Violations-against-Journal-
ists-and-Photographers-during-First-Week-of-Protests.
22 Mroué, B. ‘Lebanon’s journalists suffer abuse, threats covering unrest’, Associated Press (AP) (7 December 2019). Available at: https://apnews.
com/0b404fc4f1921283f51d5c2607e78dc9.
23 Lebanon: Excessive Force Against Protesters, Human Rights Watch (HRW) (20 December 2019). Available at: https://www.hrw.org/
news/2019/12/20/lebanon-excessive-force-against-protesters. 

Security Incidents Affecting Journalists
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Security Preparedness within Local Media

Interviews with journalists and those familiar with journalists covering demonstrations reveal a concerning 
lack of security awareness and preparedness across many local news outlets. The majority of local 
journalists interviewed received no formal first aid, Hostile Environment Awareness Training (HEAT) 
or equivalent training, and believed that their experience mirrors that of their colleagues in other outlets. 
The research revealed variations across contexts and within the media industry. TV journalists tended 
to receive greater security preparation than their colleagues in the print media, while security standards 
were higher in French media than other contexts. Furthermore, more prominent journalists were more 
likely to have received training than their lesser known counterparts.

Nonetheless, even in France, security training within major outlets is anything but systematic. “We never 
received security training,” commented Aline Le Clerc, a reporter with Le Monde. “I never thought it was 
necessary until I witnessed police violence.”24 A reporter from a major broadcaster indicated a similar lack 
of training, saying that she felt utterly unprepared on one particular day of protests when “cobblestones 
were flying over our heads.”25 On the other extreme, reporters from BFM TV, an outlet that demonstra-
tors have shown clear hostility towards, had security training as well as close protection personnel on 
reporting assignments, according to a reporter with the outlet.26 

Security equipment usage was sporadic and more common in France, Iraq and Chile. However, across 
contexts security preparation appears to be an iterative process, whereby journalists and outlets react 
to – rather than anticipate – evolving security threats. 

The experience of a freelance photojournalist in Chile, is indicative. “I covered it without glasses or any-
thing. But since I saw it was very violent, I had to look at the security procedures: anti-gas mask, protec-
tion for eyes and lemon juice to help those who don’t have protection.”27

Shockingly, in the Chilean context where over 285 demonstrators have suffered severe eye injuries, 
journalists noted that many of their counterparts continue to operate without protective glasses. “When 
you see Chilean reporters covering the events on the ground, there is one word that comes to mind: 
negligence,” says Amaro Gómez-Pablo, a Spanish-Chilean journalist and former national news anchor. 
“None of the media outlets provide adequate training for some pretty hostile reporting where journalists 
are in the crossfire. On the one hand, they are trying to avoid the police firing, blinding many protesters 
with rubber bullets, and on the other hand, you’re dodging quite literally hundreds of stones being 
thrown at the special forces. The journalists are often in the middle of it all, without proper vests, helmets 
or protective eye gear.”28 

24 Personal Interview. Le Clerc, Aline, journalist with Le Monde. 22 November 2019.
25 Personal interview. Journalist with France 2. 20 November 2019 (requested anonymity).
26 Personal interview. Journalist with BFM TV. 21 November 2019 (requested anonymity).
27 Personal interview. Freelance journalist and video producer. 25 November 2019 (requested anonymity).
28 Personal interview. Gómez-Pablo, Amaro, journalist with Canal 13. 16 December 2019.
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A journalist working for a major Iraqi broadcaster, and who wished to remain anonymous, revealed how 
a lack of equipment and favouritism can also play a role. “Other reporters received bulletproof vests 
because they were close to the person in charge of distributing them. I did not,” he said. In the three 
contexts, journalists interviewed have noted that often they or their colleagues get around the security 
risks by filming from a distance or a vantage point (usually from a building) or relying on footage from 
wire services or from the protesters themselves.

In Algeria, where demonstrations have been less violent, the use of security equipment was rare, and 
some interviewees treated risks with only mild concern. “I cover a demonstration like I cover a simple 
press conference, I feel when things begin to degenerate (and I get out of danger),” remarked one 
Algerian reporter.29 Similarly, Ahmad Gasmia, Editor-in-Chief at Algeria’s Maghreb Emergent, said that 
because incidents of violence were non-existent or rare in Algeria, training was not necessary, adding 
that the paper had clear security guidelines instead.30 

In Lebanon, a similar attitude was observed until the weekend of 15-16 December, when security forces 
used large quantities of teargas, as well as rubber bullets and water cannons. These methods, which Human 
Rights Watch decried as an “excessive use of force,”31 caused many journalists to wear protective gear. 

There were some encouraging signs from local news outlets in some contexts, but it seemed to be more 
through individual efforts than through systematised procedures enforced by the outlet. Some journalists 
took a creative approach: reporters of the National Broadcasting Network (NBN), a Lebanese TV station 
that is unpopular among demonstrators because of its affiliation with Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri, re-
moved NBN branded covers from their microphones so protesters would not know who they worked for. 
Others took more conventional approaches by operating in teams and pre-determining escape routes in 
the event of demonstrations turning violent.

The vast majority of interviewees said that training was needed and that they would recommend greater 
security awareness within their outlet. 

Security Recommendations

There are no one-size-fits-all guidelines for security preparedness. Every situation is distinct, context-
specific and carries different risks. What follows, therefore, is not a list of ‘do’s and don’ts’ but rather a list of 
recommended practices that news outlets and journalists should adopt when covering demonstrations. The 
principal aim is to encourage news outlets and journalists to think critically about risk and mitigation measures 
before, during and after assignments. The recommendations are informed by conversations with security 
professionals who work with news crews as well as journalists who have reported from demonstrations. 

29 Personal interview. Journalist with El Watan. 13 December 2019 (requested anonymity).
30 Personal interview. Gasmia, Ahmad, journalist with Maghreb Emergent. 19 November 2019.
31 Lebanon: Excessive Force Against Protesters, HRW (20 December 2019).
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GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. Ensure duty of care commitments and demands are understood by both parties
2. Provide training relevant to the types of risk 

TASK-SPECIFIC GUIDELINES
3. Pre-Deployment Risk Assessment
4. Provide equipment relevant to the types of risk
5. Deployment Situational Assessment
6. Lessons learnt de-brief

GENERAL GUIDELINES

1. Ensure duty of care commitments and demands are understood by both parties

Duty of care is not confined to journalists’ responsibilities to their readers and their sources (of which 
much has been written).32 It extends to the responsibilities organisations have to their staff and can be 
defined as moral or legal obligation to make sure all reasonable measures are taken to ensure the safety 
and wellbeing of staff and people they deal with. Such measures may include: carrying out internal risk 
assessments for stories, allowing journalists to have the final say over whether to report on particular sto-
ries, and not punishing them for refusing to cover stories based on reasonable security grounds. For their 
part, employees have a duty to their employer to behave appropriately, in a security conscious manner 
and follow manager decisions to stop reporting on a particular story due to reasonable security grounds. 
Organisations should produce written duty of care guidelines that should be signed by both parties. 

2. Provide equipment and training relevant to the types of risk

News outlets are best placed to understand the types of risks their staff face given the context in which they 
operate. They also have a moral responsibility to provide staff with training and equipment appropriate 
to these risks. Tightening financial budgets certainly impose limitations on the range of options available 
to outlets, particularly local outlets, but this factor does not excuse inaction. Examples of cost-effective 
and creative ways of training journalists include: collaborating with other news outlets to secure training 
at discount rates and securing free or subsidised training through press freedom organisations. The latter 
opportunity is typically reserved for freelancers and staff journalists in some developing countries. 

There are also a number of practices that should not come at the expense of securing training from 
accredited trainers, but are recommended in cases where training is not available or for refresher 
purposes. For instance, there are numerous free or reasonably priced online courses, including tutorials, 
virtual reality and augmented reality courses. 

32 Howe, M. ‘AFP’s new guidelines: Ethical story telling and duty of care’, Ethical Journalism Network (10 May 2016). Available at: https://ethical-
journalismnetwork.org/afp-s-new-guidelines-ethical-story-telling-and-duty-of-care.  
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Box 2:
Resources for Local Journalists

Free/Low Cost Online Training Resources 

• The Committee to Protect Journalists has an extensive list of resources for journalists from 
multiple press freedom organisations, including: Risk Assessments, Equipment Assessments 
and First Aid videos.

See cpj.org/emergency-response/pre-assignment-preparations.php;
cpj.org/reports/2012/04/journalist-security-guide.php
cpj.org/2018/09/first-aid-videos.php

• Other useful links include: 

video.skeyesmedia.org   
rsf.org/en/guidelines-and-advice
www.alsoknownas.co/ 
www.1stoptionsafety.com/course-catalogue/courses 
library.witness.org/product/filming-in-teams-protests-demonstrations-rallies 

Notable organisations that support security training for journalists (not exhaustive)
• International Federation of Journalists
• UNESCO
• Rory Peck Trust
• Global Journalist Security
• Samir Kassir Foundation’s SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom (SKeyes) 
• International Women’s Media Foundation (IWMF)
• A Culture of Safety (ACOS) Alliance
• Frontline Freelance Register
• Marie Colvin Journalists Network
• Gulf Centre for Human Rights
• International News Safety Institute

Furthermore, media outlets should create a culture of knowledge sharing within and across organisations 
whereby trained and experienced journalists formally share their knowledge with colleagues. Establishing 
a positive company culture where knowledge sharing is encouraged and stories of unnecessary risks are 
reprimanded is also strongly recommended. At a minimum, journalists covering demonstrations should 
have first aid training, and specifically know the types of injuries that people have or are likely to face and 
know how to treat them. They should know what weapons could potentially be used and how to protect 
themselves. They should also be provided with training on how to use any equipment they will be carrying 
on assignment as well as its limitations. 

http://video.skeyesmedia.org/
https://rsf.org/en/guidelines-and-advice
http://library.witness.org/product/filming-in-teams-protests-demonstrations-rallies/
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3. Pre-Deployment Risk Assessment

This phase is crucial. Effective risk assessment considers any foreseeable risk and establishes recom-
mended contingency measures. Some questions are common sense, but others – particularly granular 
levels of detail – require considered thought. It is important that the journalists reporting internalise this 
assessment and know how to react quickly to foreseeable risks. Every assessment is specific, however, 
Box 3 illustrates just some of the considerations journalists should take. 

Box 3:
Potential Pre-assignment Considerations 

CONTEXT:
• What security incidents have occurred to date and what could occur in the future?
• Are there particular risks associated with the profiles of our journalists (consider gender, 

ethnicity, appearance, team size, reputation, etc.)?
• Where are threats likely to emanate from, by whom and when?
• Should your team stand out or blend in – how does this affect what they wear and how they 

conduct themselves?
• Do you know people who are influential and can mitigate risks of mistaken identity (this is 

particularly useful in cases where demonstrators are concerned about infiltration)?
• Do you know the location of the demonstration well?
• Do you have an exit strategy if the demonstration turns violent?
• Who are you likely/scheduled to meet and have you done due diligence/background checks 

on them?
• What is the weather forecast?

EQUIPMENT:
• What equipment do you have – is this necessary or will it draw unwanted attention?
• Could our equipment be mistaken for a weapon?
• Is the equipment insured?
• Has the equipment been tested before deployment to ensure it works and has sufficient 

power?
• Do you have back up equipment, including portable battery charges?
• What first aid equipment might you need?
• Do you have contingency money stored in a safe place?
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KEY CONTACTS:
• If you or your colleagues are injured, what information should you be aware of (consider: 

first aid procedures, contact number and location of medical facilities, personal medical 
information such as blood type and any ailments, medical insurance details, people to 
contact, how to move to a safe location, etc.)?

• Should you keep a card with some of this information on your person in case you are knocked 
unconscious and are separated from colleagues?  

LOGISTICS:
• How will you be moving to each location?
• If you are using a car, have you made sure it is fit for purpose (check: petrol, oil, windscreen 

wipers, damage, electrics, seatbelts and tyres)?
• Do you know the person driving and are you confident in their abilities?
• Do you know the routes?
• Have you checked the latest traffic reports?

COMMUNICATION:
• What is your communication plan if there is a signal interruption? Do you have an alternative 

means of communication?
• Do you have a back-up phone battery?
• Have you designated a check-in time and location if you are separated from colleagues and 

cannot communicate?
• Is someone in head office monitoring social media and news feeds and providing security 

updates to the team in the field?

4. Provide equipment relevant to the types of risk

Security equipment commonly recommended by journalists covering potentially dangerous protests in-
clude: gas masks, protective eyewear, eye cleanser, helmets, security vests and flak jackets.33

When determining the right equipment to be brought to a demonstration, consider the practicality of the 
equipment, how it would affect how you will be perceived, and the types of dangers you are likely to encoun-
ter. For instance, given the high rate (>285 instances) of eye injuries among protesters in Chile, protective 
eyewear should be an essential item for all journalists operating in that context. It is also essential to know how 
to use the equipment and its limitations. Helmets, for instance, are not fully bulletproof; they can, however, 
stop some bullets and will significantly reduce the damage caused by a gas canister or rock to the head.34

33 For a more comprehensive list of equipment to be brought to a demonstration, including non-safety equipment, see: Todras-Whitehill, T. ‘Your 
Essential Guide to Packing for a Protest’ (Updated 2019). Available at: https://taratw.com/in-preparation-for-a-protest-how-to-pack-2014-2019/. 
34 The effectiveness of helmets is contingent on a number of factors, including type and quality of helmets, weapons used, angle and distance 
of fire, etc. See, for instance, Bullet Proof Helmets: What You Need To Know, Hard Head Veterans (15 May 2018). Available at: https://www.
hardheadveterans.com/blogs/reviews/bulletproof-helmets-what-you-need-to-know.
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The information gap between the item’s perceived effectiveness and the reality could have far reaching 
impacts. Philip Drinkwater, Senior Operations Manager at Pilgrims Group, a leading security risk 
management consultancy, warned: “Security equipment is important, but it can also give people false 
confidence and cause them to take risks they wouldn’t otherwise take.”35 Box 4 provides a list of useful 
questions one should ask when deciding what equipment should be brought to protests.  

Box 4:
Considerations Regarding Equipment

• Have I assessed the types of risks I might face?
• Do I know what type (and brand) of equipment will mitigate or reduce my exposure to harm?
• Am I familiar with the equipment? Do I understand its functionality and limitations?
• Have I considered how the equipment may impact how I am perceived among protesters, security 

forces and other actors? If it is likely to increase my exposure to risk, are there mitigation procedures 
I can take (e.g. hide the equipment under clothing or in bags, move to a less risky location)?

• Is the equipment commensurate with the risk?

5. Deployment Situational Awareness

Situational awareness refers to being cognisant of what is happening near and around your physical loca-
tion, particularly the unusual. As Philip Drinkwater puts it, situational awareness comprises attention to the 
“absence of the normal and the presence of the abnormal.”36 If, for instance, a popular protest location is 
usually full of journalists and then is not, find out swiftly why this is the case and act accordingly. There may, 
for instance, be a counter-demonstration nearby which often sharply increases the risk of violent confron-
tation. Journalists on assignment should at all times employ situational awareness, noting patterns and in-
consistencies. They should ensure their senses are not unnecessarily hampered; for instance, avoid wearing 
headphones when possible and make sure your visibility is not blocked. It is also good practice to regularly 
take a break from reporting, to take stock of the situation and to look around for anything awry. A security 
manager with an international news outlet who requested anonymity recommends setting a timer for every 
15 minutes, depending on the nature of the demonstration. Journalists should also be aware that they might 
become desensitised to increasing levels of violence over long periods of reporting and should check-in 
with themselves and their colleagues regularly, so risks are rationalised rather than normalised. Situational 
Awareness includes the old maxim of listening to your instincts and not exceeding your levels of comfort.  

6. Lessons learnt de-brief

After a particular reporting trip, it is always advisable to note and share security lessons learnt. The 
process is iterative and your advice could ensure the security of your colleagues. Ideally, news outlets 
should keep a set of guidelines that are constantly updated and contain specific recommendations 
for journalists operating in different contexts. 

35 Personal interview. Drinkwater, Philip, Pilgrims Group. 10 December 2019.
36 Idem.
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Media Censorship and Bias
State Censorship

Censorship was most apparent in Algeria and Iraq, two countries whose press freedom index is rated as 
Not Free in the latest Freedom House rankings.37

In Algeria, state censorship came into sharp focus with the outbreak of protests. On 22 February 2019, 
hundreds of thousands of people took to the streets in the biggest mass mobilisation in 18 years. Yet, 
state- and privately-owned broadcasters remained mute, resuming regular broadcasting and largely ig-
noring one of the biggest stories in years. Media censorship prompted outrage and resignations among 
journalists.38 On 28 February, 100 journalists held a demonstration against reporting restrictions; a dozen 
were briefly detained.39 In the first week of protests, the state-owned Canal Algérie included just four 
minutes 35 seconds of protest coverage in its midday and evening broadcasts.40 Censorship dramati-
cally manifested on air on 3 March as a visibly startled Nadia Madassi, the long-time anchor of Canal 
Algérie, received sharp instructions through her earpiece to stop reading a bulletin about an opposition 
candidate.41 The following day she resigned. Internet access has also been restricted, most likely in order 
to disrupt the sharing of information about the protest movement.42

Iraq’s security apparatus has systematically cracked down on dissenting voices in the media. In the first 
week of the protests, masked men stormed the offices of four broadcasters, ransacking their offices and 
sending a clear message that coverage of the protests would not be tolerated. This took place two days 
after the start of a temporary internet shutdown on 2 October 2019.43 By late November, authorities had 
shut down nine channels, four radio stations and had issued warnings to several other outlets.44

In the other three countries, censorship was less stark but did manifest to some degree in Lebanon, with 
broadcasters Télé Liban, which is state-owned, and OTV, affiliated to the President of the Republic’s 
political party, failing to cover early protests. While NBN has covered the protests since the start, the 
broadcaster has muted the sound when crowds chanted slogans deemed offensive to their political 

37 Freedom House, Freedom of the Press 2017. Available at: https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/freedom-press-2017. 
38 Hamza, A., ‘Manifestations en Algérie : les journalistes du service public disent non à la censure’, France 24 (27 February 2019). Available at: 
https://www.france24.com/fr/20190227-algerie-journalistes-radio-television-publique-entv-censure-5e-mandat-bouteflika.
39 ‘Algérie : les journalistes arrêtés ont été libérés’, Le Parisien/AFP (29 February 2019). Available at: http://www.leparisien.fr/international/al-
gerie-des-journalistes-manifestent-contre-la-censure-une-dizaine-d-entre-eux-arretes-28-02-2019-8021916.php#xtor=AD-1481423552.
40 A-t-on voulu faire taire Nadia Madassi, journaliste pour Canal Algérie?’, Quotidien avec Yann Barthès, TF1 (4 March 2019). Available at: 
https://www.tf1.fr/tmc/quotidien-avec-yann-barthes/videos/a-t-on-voulu-faire-taire-nadia-madassi-journaliste-canal-algerie.html. 
41 Idem.
42 Internet disrupted in Algeria amid protests against military influence, Netblocks (14 September 2019). Available at: https://netblocks.org/
reports/internet-disrupted-in-algeria-amid-protests-against-military-influence-pA2znrAb. 
43 Iraq shuts down internet again as protests intensify, Netblocks (4 November 2019). Available at: https://netblocks.org/reports/iraq-shuts-
down-internet-again-as-protests-intensify-Q8oOWz8n. 
44 Saadon, M. ‘Iraq Clamps Down on Media and Broadcast Networks Covering Protests’, Al Monitor (28 November 2019). Available at: 
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/iw/contents/articles/originals/2019/11/iraq-protests-media.html and Iraq Media Regulator Orders Closure of 
12 Broadcast News Outlets, CPJ (25 November 2019). Available at: https://cpj.org/2019/11/iraq-media-regulator-orders-closure-of-12-broadcas.
php. 
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backer, Speaker of Parliament Nabih Berri, who has been in his position since 1992. Dima Sadek, a 
prominent journalist at the non-partisan broadcaster LBCI, resigned from her role alleging that she had 
been sanctioned for her tweets relating to leaks from the Baabda Presidential Palace (regarding the 
President and his allies) and that she had unfairly been removed from political programmes. She also said 
that her tweets were “under surveillance.”45

Political Bias

As the protest movement grew, censorship was less apparent in Lebanon’s highly politicised media 
space, but biases were stark. OTV, NBN and Al-Manar, which closely represent the political positions 
of, respectively, the Free Patriotic Movement, Amal Movement and Hezbollah, largely downplayed the 
protests in their early days. Al-Akhbar, a leftist paper that usually adopts a pro-Hezbollah stance, echoed 
allegations made by Hezbollah’s leader Hassan Nasrallah that the protests were suspicious and funded 
by foreign embassies.46 Four journalists from that paper resigned in protest at the paper’s coverage of the 
protests. One reporter, Joy Slim, expressed on Twitter her disappointment at the way the paper “rushed 
to join the ranks of the counter-revolution by endorsing the theories of provocative plots that fuelled 
street violence and attacks on citizens.”47 Two journalists also resigned from the pan-Arab broadcaster 
Al-Mayadeen, which some commentators have alleged was in protest at the network’s reporting.48

On the other hand, Al Jadeed, MTV and LBCI are connected to business and political interests largely out-
side the government. These outlets amplified the voices of the crowds, with journalists embedded in demon-
strations passing the microphone to one protester after another. Critics claim such coverage is tantamount 
to incitement and that these outlets often blurred the lines between journalism and activism; the case of an 
Al Jadeed reporter intervening on air to prevent a man from being arrested is one controversial example.49 

While mainstream media in both France and Chile covered the demonstrations from the outset, they too 
suffered accusations of bias for allegedly focusing too heavily on the clashes and looting, and too little on 
the root causes of protesters’ grievances and on violence by security forces. Chile’s main TV channels 
Mega, CHV, Channel 13 and TVN faced the brunt of the accusations,50 but protesters also directed 
their ire at El Mercurio newspaper, which experienced an arson attack by protesters on 20 October. 

45 ‘Dima Sadek announces resignation from LBCI’, L’Orient-Le Jour (26 November 2019). Available at: https://www.lorientlejour.com/arti-
cle/1196364/dima-sadek-annonce-sa-demission-de-la-lbci.html. 
46 Jalkh, J., ‘Lebanese leftist side with the protests, against Hezbollah’, L’Orient-Le Jour (7 November 2019). Available at: https://www.lorientle-
jour.com/article/1194199/lebanese-leftist-side-with-the-protests-against-hezbollah.html. 
47 Original Tweet: https://twitter.com/JoyaSlim/media. Translation via Jalkh, J. ‘Lebanese leftist side with the protests, against Hezbollah’ (7 
November 2019), op.cit. For a detailed explainer about the different conspiracy theories put forward by Al-Akhbar, see: Chehayeb, K. ‘Narrative 
wars: Lebanon’s media take shots at popular protests’, Middle East Eye (6 November 2019). Available at: https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/
information-wars-mar-lebanons-popular-uprising. 
48 Yassin, H. ‘Lebanese Journalists Just Resigned from Al-Mayadeen TV’, The961 Blog (22 November 2019). Available at:
https://www.the961.com/news/lebanese-journalists-just-resigned-from-al-mayadeen-tv.
49 ‘Spinning, downplaying, ignoring: Lebanon protests and the media’, The Listening Post, YouTube video. Added by Al Jazeera English (30 
October 2019). Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TBtL-fylFw.
50 Almeida, A. and Riffo, J. ‘Furia contra canales de TV por cobertura sesgada los obliga a mostrar la represión’, Interferencia (22 October 2019). 
Available at: https://interferencia.cl/articulos/furia-contra-canales-de-tv-por-cobertura-sesgada-los-obliga-mostrar-la-represion.
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“Local reporters are seen as part of the establishment. We’re often seen as biased professionals, hijacked 
by commercial interests or a given political agenda. Though that may not be the case,” says Amaro 
Gomez-Pablo.51

Similarly, many of the Yellow Vests protesters in France felt anger towards the media. “Many of the news 
organisations that I once trusted treated us with contempt,” said one French protester to France 24.52 
“They took a long time to understand us, and by snubbing us they widened the gulf between the elites 
and the people,” he added. Many journalists agreed that there were failings in the media’s early coverage 
of the Yellow Vests movement. France 3 was accused of photoshopping a demonstrator’s sign from the 
original “Macron Leave” to “Macron” and of cutting short a segment that criticised police violence; the 
channel and the reporter denied the charge.53 BFM TV was particularly singled out for overrepresenting 
violence by protesters.54 A journalist who asked to remain anonymous, revealed that while on air at a ma-
jor broadcaster he/she indicated that the situation on the ground was calm, but was told by editors “you 
can’t say that everything is ok. Say that there are tensions.” Real and perceived biases within the media 
are linked to protesters’ harassment of journalists. There have been several instances of physical violence 
by protesters against journalists.55 Far more common are threats, abuse and intimidation, both online and 
in person. On 11 January 2019, small groups of protesters spent a night blocking the distribution centre 
for La Voix du Nord newspaper and the printing centre for L’Yonne Républicaine in Auxerre, effectively 
blocking several regional publications from being distributed the following day.56 

Across contexts and to varying degrees, mainstream media lost credibility among protesters and their 
sympathisers for their portrayal of the protests, particularly in the early phases of the demonstrations. 
Anecdotal research suggests that while traditional media continue to play an important role, the loss of 
confidence in some outlets’ reporting drove audiences towards alternative sources, namely digital media 
and social media.

51 Personal interview. Gómez-Pablo, Amaro, journalist with Canal 13. 16 December 2019.
52 Dodman, B. ‘A year of insurgency: How Yellow Vests left ‘indelible mark’ on French politics’, France 24 (16 November 2019). Available at: 
https://www.france24.com/en/20191116-a-year-of-insurgency-how-yellow-vests-left-indelible-mark-on-french-politics. 
53 Mathiot, C. ‘Le JT de France 3 a-t-il censuré une pancarte anti-Marcon?’, Libération (16 December 2018). Available at: https://www.liberation.
fr/checknews/2018/12/16/le-jt-de-france-3-a-t-il-censure-une-pancarte-anti-macron_1698174 and Leboucq, F. ‘Est-ce que France 3 a censuré 
une journaliste lors de la manifestation des gilets jaunes à Bordeaux?’, Libération (19 November 2018). Available at: https://www.liberation.fr/
checknews/2018/11/19/est-ce-que-france-3-a-censure-une-journaliste-lors-de-la-manifestation-des-gilets-jaunes-a-bordeaux_1692947. 
54 Chartier, P. ‘La Violence protestataire dans le discours médiatique, entre attraction et répulsion’, The Conversation (28 November 2018). 
Available at: https://theconversation.com/la-violence-protestataire-dans-le-discours-mediatique-entre-attraction-et-repulsion-106888.
55 Burrows-Taylor, E. ‘’They Tell Nothing But Lies’: France’s ‘Yellow Vests’ Reveal Their Hatred Of The Media’, The Local (13 January 2019). 
Available at: https://www.thelocal.fr/20190113/nothing-but-lies-yellow-vests-reveal-why-they-dont-believe-the-media. 
56 Idem.
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Internet and the Battle for the Narrative
Digital Media: An Avenue for Free Expression

The credibility deficit among some mainstream media, combined with an ever-increasing demand for 
accurate information has been a boon for digital media. Typically low budget, some of these outlets have 
accurately captured the mood on the ground, enabling new avenues for expression in what are often 
highly restricted media landscapes. 

This is particularly apparent in Lebanon, where independent, non-sectarian outlets like Megaphone have 
been described as the “voice of the uprising.”57 The platform features videos from the protests but also 
articles that explicitly call for the toppling of the political establishment. For security reasons, journalists 
at Megaphone maintain a low profile, even keeping the location of their offices a guarded secret. Diana 
Moukalled, co-founder of Daraj, another digital media outlet in Lebanon, says that these platforms and 
some social media pages provide a platform for objective reporting that is not shaped by the political 
agendas of traditional news outlets.58

In Chile, digital media has become more popular due to the protests, according to Ivan Torres, a 
Chilean photojournalist.59 The Clinic, a satirical outlet founded in 1998, and Ciper, an independent 
alternative news source established a decade later, have long been alternatives to traditional outlets. 
More recently, the digital platform El Mostrador has also become a key source for reporting and 
commentary on the protests. These outlets have a leftist/liberal bent and have effectively reflected 
popular sentiment on the ground.

In Iraq, Albasheer Show has tapped into the pulse of the protest movement and is threatening the po-
litical establishment. Launched in 2014 and hosted by Ahmed Albasheer, the satirical show pokes fun at 
the issues of the day and the country’s most powerful. Since the protests broke out, the show has taken 
on new relevance, discussing key issues faced by the protesters, highlighting corruption and showing 
videos from protesters that are ignored by mainstream media. The government has tried to shut down 
broadcasts of the show by jamming the signal for its broadcaster, Deutsch Welle Arabic, but the show 
has a following of over 3 million on YouTube.60

57 Azhari, T. ‘Megaphone: The voice of Lebanon’s uprising’, Al Jazeera (8 December 2019). Available at: https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/
features/megaphone-voice-lebanon-uprising-191207162032018.html. 
58 Personal interview. Moukalled, Diana, journalist with Daraj. 10 December 2019.
59 Personal interview. Torres, Ivan, photojournalist with Al Jazeera. 25 November 2019.
60 Rosenberg, T. ‘You Are Killing Us? We Will Make You a Joke.’ Meet Ahmed Albasheer, The New York Times (26 December 2019). Available 
at: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/26/opinion/albasheer-show-iraq-political-revolution.html. Further detail was provided through a personal 
interview with an Iraqi activist, who was contacted on 8 December 2019 and requested anonymity.
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Mobilisation through Social Media

Social media has played a central role in starting, sustaining and calling out violations within and more 
commonly against protest movements. Facebook, Twitter and Instagram are the primary messaging 
boards, though news is often disseminated on WhatsApp, Telegram and other messaging applications. 

Nearly 50 percent of Algeria’s population have a Facebook account and are typically active users.61 The 
platform was key to galvanising popular sentiment and organising popular protests. In France, viral videos, 
such as activist Jacline Mouraud’s diatribe against government policies shortly before the outbreak of 
protests, were viewed by millions of people.62 A video posted by Ghislain Coutard resulted in demonstra-
tors adopting the characteristic yellow vest uniform. In Chile, information about early protests and tips on 
evading subway charges were primarily disseminated on Twitter.63 In Iraq, authorities demonstrated their 
fear of the mobilising power of social media by blocking Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp and Instagram the 
day after protests broke out.64 In Lebanon, which has a population of around six million people, data from 
2017 reveals 3.4 million Facebook users and 1.3 million Instagram users.65 The importance of WhatsApp to 
demonstrators in Lebanon is underscored by the fact that a tax on the messaging app was the spark that 
ignited the country’s protests.66

Countless Facebook pages have been set up by protesters where updates and videos of the movement 
are shared. Pages like Akhbar al-Saha (News of the Square)67 act as de facto news outlets, according to 
Diana Moukalled of Lebanon’s Daraj platform, who said: “They have a group of people participating in 
events and uploading their videos onto that page.”68 A photojournalist in Chile compared Twitter hashtags 
as fulfilling the same function as news platforms, where discussion around the protests is streamlined.69 
Twitter has played an important role in disseminating news globally. Protesters tweeting about develop-
ments not only use hashtags in their native tongue, but also in English to reach international audiences. 
#IraqProtests, #ChileProtests, #LebanonProtests and the anglicised #Hirak are popular examples.

Functions like video live streaming have enabled anyone with a smartphone to post live broadcasts 
as they occur. This can be an effective mechanism to counter misinformation; unlike other media, the 
veracity, location and timing of livestreaming is harder to dispute. As Freedom House puts it: “Anyone 

61 Benelkadi, K. ‘Comptes bloqués ou signalés : Facebook censure-t-il les opposants algériens ?’ El Watan (21 November 2019). Available at: 
https://www.elwatan.com/a-la-une/comptes-bloques-ou-signales-facebook-censure-t-il-les-opposants-algeriens-21-11-2019. 
62 Eutrope, J. ‘« Gilets jaunes » : Jacline Mouraud, étincelle médiatique’, INA La Revue des Médias (13 November 2019). Available at: https://
larevuedesmedias.ina.fr/gilets-jaunes-jacline-mouraud-etincelle-mediatique.
63 ‘Twitter: cómo los chilenos han reaccionado a la situación en Chile’, El Mostrador (21 October 2019). Available at: https://www.elmostrador.cl/
agenda-pais/2019/10/21/twitter-como-los-chilenos-han-reaccionado-a-la-situacion-en-chile. 
64 Iraq blocks Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp and Instagram, then shuts down internet amid civil unrest, Netblocks (2 October 2019). Available 
at: https://netblocks.org/reports/iraq-blocks-facebook-twitter-whatsapp-and-instagram-amid-civil-unrest-zA4zGlyR. 
65 The Lebanese Online Media Landscape. Media Ownership Monitor Lebanon. SKeyes and RSF. https://lebanon.mom-rsf.org/en/media/
online/. 
66 Qiblawi, T. ‘WhatsApp tax sparks night of austerity protests across Lebanon’, CNN (18 October 2019). Available at: https://edition.cnn.
com/2019/10/17/middleeast/lebanon-protests-economy-intl/index.html.
67 This is a transliteration. The official name of the page is أخبــار الســاحة and the link to the page is available at: https://www.facebook.com/akh-
baralsaha/. 
68 Personal interview. Moukalled, Diana, journalist with Daraj. 10 December 2019.
69 Personal interview. Torres, Ivan, photojournalist with Al Jazeera. 25 November 2019.
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watching a live stream can type questions or comments that are automatically superimposed within the 
video for all to see, including the streamers themselves, who often respond to comments in real time.”70 
Yet, social media can do precisely the opposite, often fanning the flames of misinformation. And because 
of the power of social media, once misinformation reaches critical mass it is very difficult to counter it. 

In October 2019, an Al Jazeera crew in Santiago, Chile, was filming a segment and panned across to 
demonstrators who were jumping on a vehicle. At that time, a bystander filmed the same incident and 
says in his recording that a TV producer told the men to jump on the vehicle. “The accusation was 
completely made up,” says Ivan Torres, who filmed the segment for Al Jazeera. “But it caused us major 
security issues and made it far more difficult to cover the demonstrations.”71 Al Jazeera’s presenter, Teresa 
Bo, faced intense online abuse (including death threats) and left the country on security grounds. 72 

Social media has effectively replaced mainstream media for those who feel media coverage of protests 
is censored or biased. In some contexts, particularly Chile and France, protest sympathisers actively 
encouraged people to use social media instead of conventional news sources. This was dramatically 
expressed live on air in Chile, when a protester elbowed a presenter out of the way and shouted on live 
TV: “Turn off your televisions, the media lie! Get your information from social media!”73

But it is important not to overestimate the role of social media. In Iraq, as one interviewee stated, 
Facebook has 17 million accounts and Iraq’s population is 40 million which means that more than half 
rely on legacy news channels. “Old people for example don’t have social media, they watch traditional 
news media.”74 In Lebanon too, several interviewees stated that TV channels remains a key source of 
information for people.75

While disinformation – more commonly referred to as ‘fake news’ – existed, it was far more common 
to observe instances of misinformation and misunderstandings, which were rapidly disseminated as fact 
through social media. 

One story in France is illustrative. A video uploaded online shows police officers facing a group of 
protesters in a town in southwest of France. The video shows the police removing their helmets. This 
was seized by Yellow Vests supporters as a sign that the police were siding with the Yellow Vests against 
President Emmanuel Macron and the French government. People shared the video with comments like 
“The government is in trouble.” However, fact checkers at AFP revealed that while the video was not 
doctored, the story was not as it appeared. It was actually a negotiation tactic by the police, who did 

70 Repucci, S. ‘Freedom and the Media: A Downward Spiral’, Freedom House. June 2019. Available at: https://freedomhouse.org/report/free-
dom-media/freedom-media-2019#media-essay.
71 Personal interview. Torres, Ivan, photojournalist with Al Jazeera. 25 November 2019.
72 Chile’s Protests and the Media, Listening Post, YouTube video. Added by Al Jazeera English (4 November 2019).  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4SE9JF-A3YI&t=213s.
73 ‘Leaderless rebellion: how social media enables global protests’, Financial Times (25 October 2019). Available at: https://www.ft.com/con-
tent/19dc5dfe-f67b-11e9-a79c-bc9acae3b654. 
74 Personal interview. Jawad, Idris, journalist with Al-Rasheed TV. 28 November 2019.
75 Including: Battah, Habib. Personal interview. Freelance. 20 December 2019, and Tobia, Micheline. Personal interview. Mashallah News. 10 
December 2019.
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not want to appear hostile to the protesters.76 As a presenter on Euronews’ The Cube stated, “Social 
media is central and crucial… but context is king. What you see is not necessarily fake but they may not 
give you the entire picture.”77

Social media has also sharpened the ‘echo chamber’ phenomenon, whereby information and opinions 
that confirm individuals’ perspectives are shared and thereby reinforced. What results is a myopic im-
pression of events that hardens rebuttals of anything that does not align with that view. It could be ar-
gued that this results in the polarisation of positions and the non-acceptance of moderate views.

Bots and Disinformation Campaigns

A phenomenon apparent in Algeria, Lebanon and Iraq was the “weaponisation of social media,”78 where-
by bots and automatic software are impacting the narratives around the respective protests. In Algeria, 
anti-Hirak Facebook profiles and pages that are believed to be manipulated by bots regularly diffuse 
state propaganda. Similarly, pro-Hirak pages have received spates of negative comments from poten-
tially fake accounts. Typically, these have been recently created and have few friends. So widespread is 
this phenomenon that these pages and profiles are referred to as ‘electronic flies.’79 

In Iraq, a comparable campaign is taking place on Twitter, though it supports rather than opposes the 
protest movement. In an interview with The Guardian, Marc Owen-Jones, a researcher at Hamad bin 
Khalifa University who studies such phenomena, said: “There is almost certainly an influence campaign 
on Twitter to generate support for an Iraqi revolution. Almost 20% of all accounts tweeting one specific 
hashtag are likely fake.”80

Meanwhile, in Lebanon, a similar development appears to be taking place. Owen-Jones analysed around 
6,500 suspicious tweets from around 4,494 Twitter accounts and concluded on 21 October 2019 that 
a social media campaign largely originating in Saudi Arabia had been demonising Hassan Nasrallah, 
the head of Hezbollah. “As has become the custom on Twitter, different forces are trying to inflame 
tensions in other countries, polluting organic discussions with inorganic content,” Owen-Jones wrote on 
Twitter.81 At the other end of the spectrum, research carried out by SMEX during a speech by Nasrallah 
on October 25 revealed that 80 percent of Twitter accounts tweeting pro-Nasrallah hashtags had been 

76 ‘Misinformation on social media as ‘Yellow vests’ protests continue’, Euronews (3 December 2018) ‘The Cube’. Accessed on YouTube https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV8dKkKtS_4 and ‘“Gilets jaunes” : l’Agence France-Presse démêle le vrai du faux’, France Info (4 December 2018). 
Available at: https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/info-medias/gilets-jaunes-l-agence-france-presse-demele-le-vrai-du-faux_3043105.html.
77 Idem.
78 The quote is attributed to Marc Owen-Jones, a researcher at Hamad bin Khalifa University in Michaelson, R. and Safi, M. ‘#Disinformation: 
the online threat to protest in the Middle East’, The Guardian (15 December 2019). Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/
dec/15/disinformation-the-online-threat-to-protest-in-the-middle-east. 
79 Silva, M. ‘Algeria protests: how disinformation spread on social media’, BBC Trending (17 September 2019). Available at: https://www.bbc.
com/news/blogs-trending-49679634. 
80 Michaelson, R. and Safi, M. ‘#Disinformation: the online threat to protest in the Middle East’, The Guardian (15 December 2019).
81 Owen Jones, M. ‘So yes, as has become the custom on Twitter…’, @marcowenjones (21 October 2019). https://twitter.com/marcowenjones/
status/1186387216647491586.  
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created the same day, a strong indication that they were fake accounts.82 This research points to an 
orchestrated strategy by political forces to influence online discourse and public perceptions through 
social media.

Countering Bots and Misinformation

There were efforts in mainstream media as well as on social media to expose and debunk fake news 
across contexts. Chile’s La Tercera newspaper regularly features a fact-checking series where it debunks 
or verifies viral news.83 However, the same paper faced accusations of bias from within the organisation, 
after journalists accused their editors of censoring reports from the protests and it emerged that the 
paper had falsely claimed that immigrants were responsible for arson attacks at metro stations that 
occurred at the start of the protests, a story that fanned ethnic tensions and prompted La Tercera to 
issue an apology.84

Less systematic efforts at debunking fake news were evident in France. In January 2018, for instance, Le 
Monde analysed the claims made in an alarmist image which accused the government of a series of price 
increases and found them to be mainly false.85 In Algeria, activists set up a Facebook page, Fake News 
DZ, to debunk fake news about the country.86 In Lebanon, Jad Shahrour, Communication Officer for 
the Samir Kassir Foundation, appeared on the digital media platform Daraj and appealed to the public 
to critically evaluate the veracity of information they receive before disseminating it to their networks.87

Oftentimes, claims made by leading political figures are ridiculed and debunked by users on social media. 
In Iraq, for instance, General Abdul Kareem Khalaf, the official spokesman for Iraq’s Armed Forces Com-
mander-in-Chief was widely made fun of for denying that security forces had used live fire and tear gas, 
despite countless videos disproving these claims. Iraqis responded with a hashtag #Tweet_Like_Khalaf.88 
Similarly, in Lebanon after Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah implied that the protests were funded 
by foreign embassies, social media users ridiculed the claim and joked that they had personally paid 
the protesters.  

82 Maucourant Atallah, N. ‘In Lebanon, the revolution is organized online’, Le Commerce Du Levant (6 December 2019). Available at: https://
www.lecommercedulevant.com/article/29474-la-revolution-en-ligne. 
83 ‘Fact checking en medio de la emergencia: la verdad sobre lo que se dice y viraliza’, La Tercera (21 October 2019). Available at: https://www.
latercera.com/la-tercera-pm/noticia/fact-checking-medio-la-emergencia-la-verdad-lo-se-dice-viraliza/871267. 
84 Van Der Spek, B. ‘The Struggle of Chilean Media Covering the National Crisis’, Chile Today (12 November 2019). Available at: https://chile-
today.cl/site/the-struggle-of-chilean-media-covering-the-national-crisis. 
85 Le Monde found that only six of the 19 claims had any basis in fact. The image had been shared over 50,000 times at the time the piece was 
published. Source: Senecat. A. ‘Les mensonges d’un message viral sur la hausse des prix en 2018’, Le Monde (4 January 2018). Available at: https://
www.lemonde.fr/ les-decodeurs/article/2018/01/04/les-mensonges-d-un-message-viral-sur-la-hausse-des-prix-en-2018_5237468_4355770.
html. 
86 Silva, M. ‘Algeria protests: how disinformation spread on social media’, BBC Trending (17 September 2019).
87 Shahrour, J. ‘لبنــان ينتفــض علــى االعــام’, Daraj Media, YouTube video. Added by Daraj Media (12 November 2019). Available at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zIw5jm_AEl4.  
88 Berger, M. and Salim, M. ‘Iraq’s military is spreading fake news about the protests — and Iraqis are laughing back’, Washington Post (18 
November 2019). Available at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/gdpr-consent/?destination=%2fworld%2f2019%2f11%2f18%2firaqs-military-is-
spreading-fake-news-about-protests-iraqis-are-laughing-back%2f%3f. 
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Conclusion
To varying degrees, news outlets in Algeria, Chile, France, Iraq and Lebanon covered socio-economic 
issues in the year prior to the outbreak of protests. However, research suggests that the topics could have 
been covered in far greater depth. Also, there is clearly no culture of solutions journalism in any of the five 
countries. Further research is needed to determine whether news outlets are open to receiving training on 
this method of journalism. 

With few exceptions, security preparations taken by news outlets covering protests were found to be grossly 
inadequate. There are three primary reasons for this: lack of awareness, lack of interest, and lack of funds. 
Overcoming the first two issues requires management or a critical mass of staff to drive change within the 
organisation, where security preparations are prioritised both formally (through guidelines recommended 
in Section 2) and informally (through greater security information sharing among journalists). Budgetary 
issues are a major concern for most local media outlets, though this does not excuse journalists being ill-
prepared to cover dangerous stories. Beyond the ethical requirement to train journalists in security issues 
prior to dangerous assignments, there are numerous options available to even the most cash-strapped 
organisations. Securing funding or support through press freedom organisations is an obvious first step, 
though organisations can also be more creative in terms of sharing training costs across numerous media 
organisations as well as carrying out in-house training and knowledge sharing so journalists can learn from 
the experience of others. This is in addition to the online resources available to media professionals.  

There is little doubt internet and social media have changed the rules of the information game, for better 
and for worse. No longer can narratives pushed by state and partisan media go uncontested or mass 
protests be ignored. Equipped with smartphones, demonstrators can literally livestream events as they 
occur. This can, to some extent, put a check on repression and push media to be more transparent and 
accountable. On the other hand, this media ‘revolution’ has also sped up the proliferation of lies and disin-
formation, while creating echo chambers of subjective news streams. For journalists, this has not only rat-
cheted up competition, but has facilitated online intimidation, abuse and threats. Minimising these threats 
to journalists should continue to be a key focus in newsrooms and across media support organisations.

The growing realisation by and/or greater pressure on social media platforms to more actively counter 
fake news and information warfare is a positive development. Tech giants Facebook, Google, Twitter and 
Microsoft have signed on to the EU’s voluntary code of practice on disinformation89 and in-house teams 
have been employed to spot and remove fake content. As the research has indicated, there are efforts 
among citizens and journalists to counter dis- and misinformation and this should be encouraged and 
supported, not least through financial aid. Nevertheless, they remain largely inadequate to the volume 
of disinformation permeating social media. It may not be possible to fully stem fake information, but 
through increased awareness campaigns that equip users with a more critical eye to spot fake informa-
tion and encourage them to report fake news, the problem can be managed.

89 Annual self-assessment reports of signatories to the Code of Practice on Disinformation 2019 (29 October 2019). European Commission. 
See also ‘EU Code of Practice on Disinformation’. PDF available at: https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=54454. 
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Annex: Media Outlets Researched
for this Study

Country Outlet Paper Digital TV
Description
(Media Type, Political Affiliation, 
Ownership, Language)

Algeria

El Khabar X X Newspaper. Centre-Left. Arabic.  

El Watan X X Newspaper. Centre-Right. French.  

Maghreb 
Emergent X News Website. Liberal/Secular. French. 

Ennahar TV X X
TV channel. Privately owned/close to 
government. Politically conservative. 
Arabic

Echorouk Al 
Yaomi X X Daily newspaper. Politically conservative. 

Arabic. 

Chile

El Mercurio X X Newspaper. Right-wing. Spanish.

La Tercera X X Newspaper. Moderate conservative. 
Spanish.

BioBioChile X News Website. Independent. Spanish.

El Mostrador News Website. Independent/pluralist. 
Spanish.

The Clinic X X Weekly Newspaper/magazine. Satirical. 
Spanish.

France

Libération X X Newspaper. Centre-left. French.

Le Figaro X X Newspaper. Right-wing. French.

Le Monde X X Newspaper. Centre-left. French.

TF1 X TV Channel. Privately owned. French.

BFM TV X TV Channel. Privately owned. French.

FRANCE 2 X TV Channel. Publicly owned. French.
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Iraq

Al-Mada X X Newspaper. Privately owned. Left leaning. 
Arabic.

Al-Sabah X X Newspaper. Publicly owned. Arabic.

Al-Zaman X X Newspaper. Privately owned. Arabic.

Al-Sharqiyah X X TV Channel. Privately owned. Arabic.

Al-Iraqiya X X TV Channel. State-run. Arabic.

Lebanon

Al-Akhbar X X Newspaper. Leftist/pro-Hezbollah. 
Arabic.

An-Nahar X X Newspaper. Pro-March 14 political bloc. 
Arabic.

LBCI X TV Channel. Privately owned. Arabic.

OTV X TV Channel. Pro-Free Patriotic 
Movement (FPM). Arabic.

Al-Manar X TV Channel. Owned by Hezbollah. 
Arabic.

Al-Daraj X New Media. Independent. Arabic.
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